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A li 
The Ortho Contract feature is designed for practices that provide orthodontic care in addition to regular 
dentistry. Ortho Contracts do not bill accounts for the entire amount up front. Instead, charges occur 
during the life of the contract according to the schedule. 
 
Once created, Ortho Contracts cannot be deleted. With this in mind, we recommend that staff members 
practice entering Ortho Contracts in the Tutorial prior to using this feature with actual office data. 
 
This document contains the following sections: 
 
Preparing a Contract 
 
Generating an Insurance Predetermination 
 
Activating a Contract 
 
Editing a Contract 
 
Printing from a Contract 

o Printing Payment Coupons 
o Printing a Payment Schedule 
o Printing a Truth-in-Lending Disclosure Statement 

 
Closing a Contract 

o Closing the Responsible Party Tab 
o Closing the Primary Insurance tab and Primary Claim tab 
o Closing the Entire Contract 

 
Glossary of Terms 
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Preparing a Contract 
To enter an orthodontic contract for a patient, complete the following steps: 
 

1. Launch the PracticeWorks software. The main appointment screen is displayed. 
 

2. Click Lists. 
 

3. Click People. The Person Pick List is displayed. 
 
4. Select the name of the patient for whom you wish to enter an orthodontic contract, and then click 

OK. The Clipboard is displayed. 
 

5. Click Ledger. The Ledger Card window is displayed. 
 

6. Click Ortho Contracts. The Contract Pick List is displayed. 
 

7. Click Add. The Contract window is displayed. 
 

8. Click the drop-down box to the right of the Patient field and select the name of the patient who 
will be receiving orthodontic services. 

 
9. In the Description field, enter a brief summary of the treatment that will be performed. 

 
10. Enter a date in the Ortho appliance placed – estimated field. 

 
11. Enter a date in the Ortho completion dates – estimated field. 

 
12. Enter the fee for this contract in the Contract total amount field. This is the amount that is 

submitted to insurance as the total treatment cost for these procedures. 
 

13. Enter the amount that you expect the patient’s primary insurance to pay in the Estimated Prim 
ins field. The PracticeWorks software does not calculate this figure; it is based on your 
assessment of the likely amount given your familiarity with this patient’s insurance. You may enter 
a tentative amount during initial plan creation, and then edit the figure after you receive approval 
from the insurance company and have an accurate total. 

 
14. If the patient has secondary insurance, enter the anticipated estimate of coverage in the 

Estimated Sec ins field. 
 

15. Click the Resp Party amount field. The program automatically calculates the Responsible Party 
amount based on the figures entered during steps 12 – 14. 

 
16. In the Contract Schedules section of this window, the Responsible Party tab is displayed by 

default. Once you and the Responsible Party agree upon the initial payment amount, enter that 
figure in the Initial fee field. The PracticeWorks software calculates the Remaining balance 
automatically. 

 
17. In the Producer drop-down box (located to the right of the Initial fee field), select the initials of 

the provider to whom the Initial fee amount will be posted. 
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18. Click the Select button for the Tx code to charge for production option. The Transaction Code 
Pick List window is displayed. 

 
19. Highlight the desired code. This procedure will be posted to the ledger when the initial fee is 

charged for the contract. 
 

20. Click OK. The designated code now appears to the right of the Select button for the Tx code to 
charge to production field. 

 
21. Make note of the figure in the Remaining balance area. Once you and the Responsible Party for 

the patient agree upon the number of payments necessary to resolve this balance, enter that 
number in the Number of payments field. 

 
 NOTE You may choose to enter a figure in the Recurring payment amt field instead of the 

Number of payments field, but you can only populate one field or the other, not both, 
prior to calculating.  

 
22. Click Calc pymts. The Recurring payment amt field is automatically filled in, and a payment 

schedule is created. 
 

23. To the right of the Recurring payment amt field, use the drop-down box to select the initials of 
the producer to whom the recurring payments will be posted. 

 
24. Click the Select button to the right of the Recurring payment amt field. The Transaction Code 

Pick List is displayed. 
 

25. Highlight the desired code. This is the procedure that will be posted to the ledger when each 
recurring payment is charged. 

 
26. Click OK. The designated code now appears to the right of the Select button for the Recurring 

payment amt field. At this point, your screen should resemble the following image: 
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27. For this example, we will assume that the patient has primary insurance. Click the Primary 
Insurance tab. 

 
28. The process for this tab is similar to the one used for the Responsible Party tab. The only 

difference is that you are configuring billing information for insurance rather than for the 
Responsible Party. Repeat steps 16 – 26 to enter information in the Primary Insurance tab. 
When complete, your window should resemble the following image: 
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29. Click the Primary Claim tab. 
 
30. Enter the appropriate figure in the Initial fee field. Keep in mind that this amount is the actual 

charge for the service; not just the amount that insurance is expected to pay, save for rare 
exceptions in which the office is required by insurance to bill the exact UCR fee. 

 
31. Enter the appropriate number in the Est length of tx (months) field (this number is generally 

derived from the Ortho appliance placed – estimated and Ortho completion dates – 
estimated fields). 

 
32. Click Calc monthly fee. The Monthly fee field is automatically filled in and a payment schedule 

is created. 
 

33. If the patient has secondary insurance, complete the Secondary Insurance and Secondary 
Claim tabs. 
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34. Many offices and patients prefer to wait for a response from the insurance company prior to 

beginning major orthodontic work. Because of this, it is customary to leave the contract in its 
pending state at this point. 

 
 NOTE Once an orthodontic contract has been created, it may be closed, but it cannot be 

removed. If you wish to discard the changes you have made prior to this point, click 
Cancel. Once you click OK, the contract information is saved. It may be revised, but not 
removed. 

 
35. Verify that the information on all tabs is as accurate as possible, and then click OK to exit the 

Contract window. The Contract Pick List is displayed. 
 

36. Click Cancel. The Ledger Card window is visible once again. 
 

37. Click OK. The patient’s Clipboard is displayed. 
 

38. Click OK to exit the Clipboard window and return to the main appointment screen. 
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Generating an Insurance Predetermination 
If you followed the instructions in the previous section, the insurance tab information is ready to use. For 
this example, we will assume that the patient only has primary insurance coverage. 
 
To print a predetermination, follow the steps below: 
 

1. From the Contract window, select the Primary Claim tab. 
 

2. Click Print. The Claim Print Options dialog box is displayed. 
 

 
 

3. Select Submit predetermination and click OK. The Insurance Submittal Information window 
is displayed. 

 
4. Verify the details on this screen, add any necessary information, and then click OK. Your printer 

generates the predetermination, and the text “Predetermination printed on (date)” now appears at 
the bottom of the Primary Claim tab. 

 
5. When you receive the approval from the insurance company, enter the authorization number in 

the Authorization # field on the Primary Claim tab. This information will print on the actual claim 
when it is generated. 

 
6. Make any necessary changes to the Estimated Prim ins field, and revise the Primary 

Insurance and Primary Claim tabs to reflect the official predetermination figure from the 
insurance company. 
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Activating a Contract 
On the day your office places the orthodontic appliance, activate the contract. The initial fee is charged 
and the first insurance claim is generated. 
 
When you are ready to activate the contract and begin billing for the scheduled treatment, complete the 
following steps: 
 

1. Launch the PracticeWorks software. The main appointment screen is displayed. 
 

2. Click Lists. 
 

3. Click People. The Person Pick List is displayed. 
 

4. Select the name of the patient for whom you wish to enter an orthodontic contract, and then click 
OK. The Clipboard is displayed. 

 
5. Click Ledger. The Ledger Card window is displayed. 

 
6. Click Ortho Contracts. The Contract Pick List is displayed. 

 

 
 

7. Highlight the desired contract and click Edit. The Contract window is displayed. 
 

8. Enter the date that treatment actually began in the actual field located to the right of the Ortho 
appliance placed -- estimated field. 

 
9. If you have received an approval from insurance for this treatment series, enter that amount in the 

Estimated prim ins field. 
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10. Make any necessary revisions to the calculated fees on the Responsible Party, Primary 
Insurance, and Primary Claim tabs, and on the Secondary Insurance and Secondary Claim 
tabs, if applicable. Should you need to remove scheduled payments to recalculate a total, use the 
Remove button located at the far lower right of the Contract window. 

 
11. When you are completely satisfied with the information on all tabs, return to the Contract 

Information section of the Contract window, located at the upper left. 
 

12. Select Active from the drop-down box to the right of the Contract Status field. The Verify 
Activation window appears, as shown in the image below. 

 

 
 

13. Click Yes. 
 
14. Click OK. In cases where the patient has primary insurance, the Initial Paper Claim Printing 

dialog box is displayed. 
 

 
 

15. Select the desired option and click OK. The Contract Pick List window is visible again. 
 
16. Click Cancel to exit the Contract Pick List window. The Ledger Card window appears with 

entries for the initial production.  
 

17. Click OK. The patient’s Clipboard is displayed. 
 

18. Click OK to exit the Clipboard window and return to the main appointment screen. 
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 NOTE During the life of the contract, the Office Expert automatically charges the Responsible 

Party, generates continuation of treatment claims, and bills insurance amounts according 
to their respective schedules. Check the Office Expert regularly for contract-related 
claims that need to be printed. (Electronic claims are submitted automatically.) 

 
Editing a Contract 
You may edit any aspect of an Ortho Contract as long as it is in a pending state. Open the contract, make 
your desired changes, and save them. 
 
Once the contract is active, most fields can still be revised, but there are a few exceptions. 
 
The following fields cannot be changed on an active contract: 
 

 The Patient field. If you activated a contract for the wrong patient, you must close the entire 
contract and set up a new one. 

 

 The Contract Status field. Once a contract is active, it may only be closed; you cannot return it to 
a pending state. 

 

 The Contract total amount may not be revised on an active contract. 
 

 No aspect of the Initial fee may be changed on any tab where that amount has already been 
charged or submitted. 

 

 No revisions can be made for any payments, charges, or claims that have been submitted on any 
of the schedules. 

 
You can modify both the Responsible Party and all the insurance schedules during the life of the contract. 
This will only affect fees that have not yet been charged and claims that have not been submitted. 
 
If the patient becomes his or her own Responsible Party during the life of a contract, or a patient who is 
already their own Responsible Party merges with another Responsible Party, or if the patient becomes 
inactive or no longer a patient, the contract must be closed before changing that person’s account status. 
Afterward, if appropriate, you can create a new contract for the patient. 
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Printing from a Contract 
You may print from the patient’s orthodontic contract if it is in either a pending or an active state; you 
cannot print from a closed contract. 
 
Printing Payment Coupons 
To print payment coupons, complete the following steps: 
 

1. From the Contract window, click Print. The Contract Print Options dialog box is displayed. 
 

 
 
2. Select the Print payment coupons check box, and click OK. The Report Destination dialog box 

is displayed. 
 
3. Choose either Print to Printer or Print Preview, depending on your preferred action. 

 
4. Click OK. Depending on the selection you made in Step 3, the coupons will either begin printing, 

or you will see a preview on your screen. Three coupons will print per page. 
 
Printing a Payment Schedule 
To print a payment schedule, complete the following steps: 
 

1. From the Contract window, click Print. The Contract Print Options dialog box is displayed. 
 

2. Select the Print payment schedule check box, and click OK. The Report Destination dialog 
box is displayed. 

 
3. Choose either Print to Printer or Print Preview, depending on your preferred action. 

 
4. Click OK. Depending on the selection you made in the previous step, the payment schedule will 

either begin printing, or a preview will display on your screen. It will resemble the following image: 
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Printing a Truth-in-Lending Disclosure Statement 
To print a Truth-in-Lending disclosure, complete the following steps: 
 
From the Contract window, click Print. The Contract Print Options dialog box is displayed. 
 
Select the Print Truth-in-Lending check box, and click OK. 
 
The Truth-in-Lending document generates from your printer. It will resemble the following image: 
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Closing a Contract 
There are several options available to you when closing an orthodontic contract. You may close just the 
Responsible Party tab, just the Primary Insurance tab and its associated claim, or, if applicable, just 
the Secondary Insurance tab and claim. Alternatively, you may close the entire contract. 
 
Closing the Responsible Party Tab 
From time to time, the Responsible Party for the contract may decide in the middle of treatment to pay 
their portion of the remaining balance in full. In such a situation, your office may wish to charge that part 
of the balance out to the ledger, leaving only the insurance amount outstanding on the contract and 
creating a more accurate picture of the remaining balance due. 
 
To close the Responsible Party tab, complete the following steps: 
 

1. From the Contract window, make sure the Responsible Party tab is active. 
 

2. Click Close out Responsible Party tab. The Verify Close Contract dialog box is displayed. 
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3. Click Yes. The Remaining Balance dialog box is displayed. 
 

 
 
4. Select the desired option carefully. Once you have made your selection, you cannot change it. 
 
5. Click OK.  The program executes the option you selected. 

 
6. Click OK to exit the Contract screen.  The Contract Pick List is displayed. 

 
7. Click Cancel to exit the Contract Pick List and return to the Ledger Card. 

 
8. Click OK to exit the Ledger Card. 

Closing the Primary Insurance tab and Primary Claim tab 
In cases where the insurance company has paid the full measure in a lump sum, or when the insurance 
company refuses to pay, it may be necessary to close the Primary Insurance tab. 
 
To close the Primary Insurance tab, complete the following steps: 
 

1. From the Contract window, make sure the Primary Insurance tab is active. 
 

2. Click Close out this tab and its claim tab. The Verify Close Contract dialog box is displayed. 
 

3. Click Yes. The Remaining Balance dialog box is displayed. 
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4. Select the desired option carefully. Once you have made your selection, you cannot change it. 
 

5. Click OK.  The program executes the option you selected. 
 

6. Click OK to exit the Contract screen.  The Contract Pick List is displayed. 
 

7. Click Cancel to exit the Contract Pick List and return to the Ledger Card. 
 

8. Click OK to exit the Ledger Card. 
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Closing the Entire Contract 
There are various reasons to close a patient’s contract: you may have completed the treatment early, or 
you may need to close a pending contract when the client has decided not to proceed with orthodontic 
work at this time. 
 
To close the entire contract, complete the following steps: 
 

1. From the Contract window, click Close entire contract. The Verify Close Contract dialog box 
is displayed. 

 

 
 

2. Confirm that you want to close the tabs listed, and then click Yes. The Remaining Balance 
dialog box is displayed. 

 

 
 

3. Select the desired option carefully. Once you have made your selection, you cannot change it. 
 
4. Click OK.  The program executes the option you selected. The text for all tabs is now grayed out. 

 
5. Click OK to exit the Contract screen.  The Contract Pick List appears. Notice that the status for 

the contract has changed to Closed. 
 

6. Click Cancel to exit the Contract Pick List and return to the Ledger Card. 
 
7. Click OK to exit the Ledger Card. 
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Glossary of Terms 
Calc pymts 
After you have filled out either the Recurring payment amount field or the Number of payments field, 
click this button to calculate amounts and generate a payment schedule. If you need to revise the 
payment schedule after the information is generated, use the Calc sched button. 
 
Close entire contract 
In cases where a contract must be completely closed, clicking this button will change the status 
accordingly. This is a permanent change: the contract may not be reopened. Closing the contract ensures 
that no future charges are posted to production and no insurance claims are generated. 
 
Contract Schedules 
This is the bottom section of the Contract window. Set up the details for the Responsible Party and for 
insurance in this area. 
 
Estimated Prim ins 
This field contains the amount that you expect primary insurance to pay. The amount will be divided into 
the initial fee and the recurring payments on the appropriate tab. The PracticeWorks software does not 
generate this figure; it is up to you to calculate this estimate. 
 
Estimated Sec ins 
This field contains the amount that you expect secondary insurance to pay. The amount will be divided 
into the initial fee and the recurring payments on the appropriate tab. The PracticeWorks software does 
not generate this figure; it is up to you to calculate this estimate. 
 
Initial fee 
The Responsible Party must pay this amount at the outset of orthodontic treatment. This fee is charged to 
production on the day the contract is activated, or on the day listed in the Initial fee due date field if that 
date is later. Account aging also begins at that time. 
 
Number of payments 
Enter the number of payments that the Responsible Party will make over the life of the contract in this 
field. If you would prefer to have the Responsible Party pay a specific amount at scheduled intervals, 
leave this field blank and use the Recurring payment amt field instead. 
 
Ortho appliance placed - actual  
This field contains the actual date that the appliance was placed, and controls the activation of a new 
contract. You cannot activate a contract without completing this field, and the date in it cannot be in the 
future. Once the orthodontic appliance has been placed, enter this information and activate the contract. 
 
Ortho completion dates - actual  
This field is optional; the PracticeWorks software does not track this data. However, for your own record 
keeping, you may wish to enter this information. 
 
Primary (and Secondary) Claim tab(s) 
These tabs work in conjunction with the Primary Insurance tab and Secondary Insurance tab, if 
applicable. They control the creation of initial and continuation of treatment claims that will be submitted 
during the life of the contract. Use these tabs to set up all details of the claims you will submit to each 
insurance company. The amounts on these tabs are the total amounts for the treatment fee, the initial fee, 
and the monthly fee from the Responsible Party and the Primary Insurance tabs, not just the amounts 
you expect insurance to pay. 
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As with all dental claims, submit the total fee in order to receive the portion that insurance will pay. 
 
Primary (and Secondary) insurance coverage 
This part of the Contract screen shows whether the patient has insurance or not. It displays the 
insurance that covers the orthodontic treatment described in the contract, and reflects the insurance 
coverage present on the patient’s Clipboard at the time the contract was created. 
 
If the patient’s insurance changes after you have saved the contract, you will be prompted to update the 
insurance accordingly: you can close out the insurance portion (if they lose their insurance), change the 
insurance, or add insurance. The latter two options apply only if the new insurance company will assume 
liability for orthodontic treatment after work has already begun. 
 
 NOTE You do not have to change the insurance on the Ortho Contract just because it changes 

on the Clipboard. In rare cases, it is possible that the patient’s main dental coverage 
would change, but that the prior coverage would remain until the orthodontic treatment is 
complete. 

 
If you click the Update insurance from patient’s Clipboard button, it will use the new insurance 
information for all subsequent claims generated by the insurance tabs below. You must find out whether 
the new insurance company will cover the orthodontic treatment, determine how much they will cover, 
and make sure that the details of the insurance tabs are accurate. 
 
In circumstances where updating the insurance results in the loss of coverage, you will be prompted to 
adjust the contract to resolve the amounts previously expected from insurance. 
 
Primary insurance est 
This is the amount that you estimate primary insurance will pay, according to the terms defined in the 
Primary Insurance tab. This figure comes from the Estimated Prim ins field in the Contract 
Information area. 
 
Like the Estimated Prim ins field, the PracticeWorks software does not generate this figure; it is your 
responsibility to calculate this estimate. However, you can change this amount at a later time and then 
recalculate the payment schedule as needed. 
 
Primary (and Secondary) Insurance tab(s) 
Use these tabs to create a payment schedule that allocates the portion of the fee that primary insurance 
is expected to pay during the life of the contract. The Primary Insurance tab works in conjunction with 
the Primary claim tab. This schedule charges the amount that insurance is expected to pay out to the 
ledger as production. 
 
Set up all details of the actual payments you expect to receive from the primary insurance (and 
secondary, if applicable) on these tabs. The designated amounts are charged as production according to 
the dates and schedules on them. 
 
These dates and schedules may or may not coincide with the dates and schedules on the Primary Claim 
and Secondary Claim tabs. For example, you may charge the primary insurance portion to production on 
a monthly basis because doing so accurately reflects when you are performing the services for the 
patient. However, the patient’s primary insurance company may require that claims be submitted only 
quarterly. In that case, the three monthly charges to production from the Primary Insurance tab will 
occur, and then a claim will be submitted according to the Primary Claim schedule. By the time the claim 
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is actually paid, the first of the three monthly charges that were included on the claim will be over 60 days 
old, which will reflect in the account aging. 
 
The trade-off in such an example is between accurate recognition of income (monthly is probably the 
most accurate) and accurate aging of the accounts (since you will not receive insurance payments more 
often than quarterly, the aging will be more precise if you charge to production quarterly). Your office will 
have to decide which arrangement works best for you. 
 
Recurring payment amt 
This field appears on multiple tabs. 
 
On the Responsible Party tab, if you have a specific payment amount you want the Responsible Party to 
pay, enter that figure in this field. If you have a specific number of payments you want the Responsible 
Party to pay, leave this field blank and the PracticeWorks software will calculate it automatically. 
 
On the Primary Insurance tab, this is not necessarily the amount of the payment expected from the 
primary insurance; that will be true only if the Frequency field on this tab is the same as on the Primary 
Claim tab. If you know the specific payment amount the primary insurance is going to pay, enter that 
here. If you know only the length of treatment, leave this field blank and the PracticeWorks software will 
calculate it automatically. 
 
Recurring payment amt (Producer) 
This field contains the initials of the producer to whom each of the recurring payments will be posted over 
the life of the payment schedule.  
 
Remaining balance 
This is the difference between the total Responsible Party amount and the initial fee; this amount will be 
divided into payments according to the rest of the fields on this tab. 
 
Resp Party amount 
This figure is the result of subtracting the Estimated Prim ins field and, when applicable, the Estimated 
Sec ins field from the Contract total amount field.  If you edit the data in this field, make sure that the 
Unresolved amount is 0.00, or you will be unable to save the contract. 
 
Responsible Party tab 
This tab is used to create a payment schedule allocating the portion of the fee that the Responsible Party 
is expected to pay during the life of the contract. 
 
TX code to charge to production (Initial fee) 
This is the transaction code that is posted to the ledger when the initial fee is charged. It can be the actual 
ADA code for the type of orthodontic treatment the patient is receiving, or it could be a transaction code 
created by your office just for this purpose.  
 
TX code to charge to production (Recurring payment amt) 
This is the transaction code that is posted to the ledger when each recurring payment is charged. It can 
be the actual ADA code for the type of orthodontic treatment the patient is receiving, or it could be a 
transaction code created by your office just for this purpose. The code that will be used on the insurance 
claim will be selected on the Primary Insurance and Secondary Insurance tabs. 
 

For more information, contact Technical Support at 1-800-603-4438. 


